
2094 – Fighting Cocks – 03/02/2094 

It wasn’t the Beast from the East, but we thought the weather would be awful. Lonely Ranger and 
Blow Up Doll had stepped up to the mark to fill an empty run slot at short notice. But a duvet day 
was looking high on the list. But how wrong can we be? The roads are dry, the sun is out and the 
sky is a beautiful blue. I suppose we have to go or just stay in doors. 
 
Get to the pub and have to park on the grassy bit. Shouldn’t be a problem, little did I know. 
Hare report, was there one? Warning of a fishhook and Lonely damaged yesterday (staying in 
bed getting drunk) so Stalker and Spotted Dick have to share a map as emergency main Hares. 
Jog out the car park and try the side track following TP and Golden Shower. Nothing down here 
apart from hard frozen ground. Studs don’t work well in frozen conditions so getting back is a bit 
slidedy, but not as much as the road is. Through some woods and out into a field of snow. Minis 
still with us due to a myriad of styles causing pinch points for the runners. 
 
We gradually leave the coffee drinkers behind with Spice Boy, Golden Shower and a returning 
Hasher ploughing the way down frozen lanes. Backup Hares are nowhere to be seen, neither is 
Banger (apparently he has Man Flu so is walking with the Mini to save his energy for next week). 
Whilst running up a hill in the woods, Bladder Adder has a premonition that the fishhook is 
immanent so pushes me ahead to save him the run back, but this is a little previous. 
 
We enter woods south of Woodgreen to find that as we hunt for sawdust we get distracted by 
other runners crisscrossing our trail. Little funny lantern thingies with paper punches decorate the 
landscape. It seems we have discovered an orienteering session in progress. They are no help 
to us as we are to them. Bumping into an old mate whilst on a falsie is not a good idea as I 
nearly get left behind. Luckily Spotted Dick and Stalker do some May dancing around a village 
tree in the snow for some reason so I catch up and follow Sir Pissalot and Golden Shower into 
the woods. 
 
Long checks with no sign of dust means its getting close to 1 and we are still not back.   
More hills and squishy farm tracks and we finally make the pub after 2hrs. 
Mini had been well and truly watered so service for us was ok. 
Down downs were late and outside in the cold bad. So with getting the car stuck in the mud, then 
having the car park exit barricaded by first a new forest pony then Shitzou it was a long hash 
day. 
 
So frozen roads like skating rinks, clear blue skies, broken hare, broken hare raiser, long 
distances between dust, lots of up and downs, orienteers crisscrossing the trail, snow balls, 
frozen feet, no sloe gin for the Main and a trail length that Death March would be proud of. 
So what did you think? 
 
On On  

 


